#CitiesFitForFuture

THE NEW LEIPZIG CHARTER

unfolds along:
- 5 key principles of good urban governance

applied to
- 3 dimensions of the city
  - Just
  - Green
  - Productive
- 3 spatial levels of the city
  - Neighbourhood
  - Local Authority
  - Functional Area

For strong urban governance to assure the common good cities need:
- Legal framework conditions
- Investment capacities
- Adequately skilled employees
- Access to and availability of infrastructure, public services/welfare

For strong urban governance to assure the common good cities need:
- Active and strategic land policy and land use planning
- Active shaping of the digital transformation

Adequate Policies and funding for cities:
- Powerful national urban policy framework and funding
- Coherent EU regulations and funding instruments

Session //
Just Cities in Practice
updated three-columned model of sustainability

= three basic dimensions of European cities

digital brace: use chances of digital change and shape it actively
core objectives of the just city

✓ ensure equal opportunities and environmental justice for all
✓ ensure equal access to public services
✓ stability of neighborhoods
✓ empower and acquire skills and education
Developing the New Leipzig Charter

- dialogue process (Brussels and Berlin)
- Comprehensive baseline Study
- political discussions in UDG, DG meetings ...
- external meetings, conferences, seminars etc..

Thank you for all participants!